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Background and Motivation

● Surface ozone over LI, CT, 
and NY metro frequently 
exceed NAAQS levels for 
humans.

● Amplification of these plumes 
due to complex interplay of 
over-land and marine 
boundary layer dynamics is 
not well understood.
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Relevant Research Questions to LISTOS

● How does the evolution of the PBL across Long Island, Long 
Island Sound, and Coastal CT impact the distribution of air 
pollutants and the generation of O3? 

● What is the impact of the coastal CT low level jet (first 
observed in LISTOS 2018) on pollutant transport from NYC 
to the CT coast?

● What is the chemical evolution of O3 within this region?



LISTOS 2018

● During the Summer of 2018, we characterized the wind fields across 
Long Island, Long Island Sound, and coastal Connecticut in the 
western region (closer to NYC) and the eastern region during various 
weather patterns.

● Research aircraft fitted with Aventech AIMMS-20 (aircraft integrated 
meteorological measurement system) measures 3-D wind vector at 20 
Hz, T at 1 Hz and RH at 0.5 Hz

● 14 research flights were made between June 15 and Jul 28 2018.
● We also flew during some high O3 events and collected O3 (2B 

technologies), CO2 (Licor 6252) concentrations as well.



= flight date

Source: NYSDEC (https://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/38377.html)

Six out of 14 research flights were during high ozone events in the region.



LISTOS 2018 products

• Wind data from 14 flights have been uploaded to the NASA website. O3, RH, and CO2 are also 
available for most flights.

• All data are also available directly from me in different formats.
• Our WRF simulations output are available upon request.
• We have also generated kmz files for each flight with data summaries and flight tracks; available 

by request.
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Novel observations 
include the existence 
of a low level jet off 
the coast of western 
CT during high ozone 
events. High ozone 
concentrations 
coincided with 
warmer air and 
maximum wind 
speeds.
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● On at least one 
occasion, max 
O3 is observed 
within the lower 
region of the 
PBL over LIS; 
is this 
consistent with 
chemical 
models?



Future plans

The combination of relevant airborne observations and model 
simulations will be needed to answer these questions. Of 
course, these questions also tie in to various other important 
topics (e.g., O3 precursors, atmospheric chemistry, etc.).

Observations should be carried out in consultation with chemical 
weather forecasters and synoptic meteorologists.



LISTOS 2019

● We will conduct research flights in conjunction with U Md (Dickerson 
and Ren) during 2019:

● UltraPure Air LLC’s aircraft fitted with Aventech AIMMS-20 (aircraft 
integrated meteorological measurement system) measures 3-D wind 
vector at 20 Hz, T at 1 Hz and RH at 0.5 Hz

● Some in situ chemical observations will also be made (CO, CO2, NOx, 
O3, H2O, aerosol load, whole air samples).

● 2-D winds and chemical observations will also be made by U. Md (R. 
Dickerson, X. Ren).

● Flights will be planned in parallel.


